Drop-in-well chamber for droplet interface bilayer with built-in electrodes.
Various methods have been developed for the formation of planar lipid bilayers, and recent techniques using water-in-oil droplets, such as droplet interface bilayer (DIB) and contact bubble bilayer (CBB) methods, allow the ready formation of bilayers with arbitrary lipid compositions. Here, we developed a simple and portable DIB system using drop-in-wells, shaping two merging wells for settling electrolyte droplets. An aliquot of the electrolyte solution (1μL) is dropped into an organic solvent, and the droplet sinks to the drop-in-well at the bottom, where two monolayer-lined droplets come in contact to form the bilayer. Pre-installed electrodes allow electrophysiological measurements. The detailed drop-in-well method is presented, and some variations of the method, such as the use of microelectrodes and a sheet with a small hole for low-noise recordings, are extended. Examples of single channel current recordings of the KcsA potassium channel are demonstrated.